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We calculate the electronic transmission coefficient as a function of the electron energy in a finite semiconductor superlattice where the width
of the wells is modulated by a numerical sequence taken from Pascal’s Triangle. This sequence is formed by the quantity of odd numbers in
each of the Triangle’s rows and has the pattern 1-2-2-4-2-4-4-8-. . . The sequence has the property of self-similarity. Our superlattice is based
on the AlAs and GaAs materials. The transmission spectrum is intermediate between that produced by a periodic finite superlattice and that
produced by a disordered one.

Keywords: Superlattice; quasi-periodic.

Calculamos el coeficiente de transmisión electŕonica como funcíon de la enerǵıa del electŕon incidente en una superred finita donde el ancho
de los pozos está modulado por una secuencia numérica tomada del Triángulo de Pascal. Esta secuencia está formada por la cantidad de
números impares que hay en cada renglón del Tríangulo, y tiene la forma 1-2-2-4-2-4-4-8-... La secuencia tiene la propiedad de autosim-
iliridad. Nuestra superred está basada en los materiales AlAs y GaAs. El espectro de transmisión es intermedio entre el producido por una
superred periódica finita y el producido por una desordenada.

Descriptores: superred; cuasi-periódica.

PACS: 61.44.Br; 71.23.Ft; 73.21.Cd

1. Introduction

The electronic properties of artificially periodic semiconduc-
tor structures have been intensively studied since the work of
Tsu and Esaki [1], and nowadays they are well understood.
These studies have led to many extensively used devices. Be-
sides, the pioneering work of Yablonovitch [2] opened a new
area of research, which is the propagation of electromagnetic
waves in periodic dielectric media. The interest lies in the
development of structures possessing photonic band gaps. A
complete photonic gap means the absence of photon propa-
gation modes for a range of frequencies. The studies of pho-
tonic band structures have potential applications in optical
and electronic devices. On the other hand, random media
have also been explored [3,4]. Nonperiodic but deterministic
media constitute a separate field of research. These quasi-
periodic systems, intermediate between a periodic structure
and a completely disordered one, have also been studied
since the discovery of quasi-crystalline materials by Shecht-
man and co-workers [5]. There are many studies of propaga-
tion of electrons, electromagnetic waves and acoustic waves
in quasi-periodic multi-layered one-dimensional structures
with several profiles like those of Fibonacci, Cantor, Rudin-
Shapiro, Thue-Morse, etc. [6-8]. The numerical sequence
formed by the quantity of odd numbers in each row of Pas-
cal’s Triangle has the property of self-similarity. In an article
published formerly [9] a calculation was made of the elec-
tronic transmission for a finite superlattice where the barri-

ers width is modulated by this sequence. Here we theoreti-
cally study the transmission of electrons in a finite superlat-
tice made of the materials AlAs and GaAs, where the width
of the wells is modulated by this quasi-periodic Pascal´s se-
quence. We use the one band effective mass framework and
the transfer matrix technique.

2. Theorical model and method of calculation

Pascal’s Triangle is an arithmetical triangle with many inter-
esting mathematical properties [10,11]. We show a section
of Pascal’s Triangle in Fig. 1. At the tip of the Triangle is
the number 1, which makes up the zeroth row. The first row
(1 1) contains two 1´s, both formed by adding the two num-
bers above them to the left and the right, in this case 1 and 0
(all numbers outside the Triangle are 0’s). We do the same to
create the second row:0+1 = 1; 1+1 = 2; 1+0 = 1. And
the third one:0+1 = 1; 1+2 = 3; 2+1 = 3; 1+0 = 1. In
this way, the rows of the Triangle go to infinity. Also, the en-
tries of the Triangle are the binomial coefficients. If we count
the quantity of odd numbers in each row, we can form the
sequence1-2-2-4-2-4-4-8-. . . This sequence has the prop-
erty of self-similarity: if we take the sequence by pairs(1-2)-
(2-4)-(2-4)-(4-8)-. . . ,this sequence also follows the original
sequence; if we form a sequence of quartets (1-2-2-4)-(2-4-4-
8)-. . . ,we see that the quartets follow the original sequence,
and also for octets and so on. We can construct the sequence
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FIGURE 1. Section of the Pascal’s Triangle with the odd numbers
per row.

recursively. For step zero, we take 1 as the initiator. For step
one, we multiply it by two and we incorporate it to the initia-
tor, 1-2. For step two, we again multiply these last numbers
by two and we incorporate the result to obtain1-2-2-4, and so
on infinitely times. To construct the sequence for stepn, we
multiply by two the precedent(n-1)sequence and incorporate
it to the same(n-1) sequence. For then step, the numbers of
the sequence sum3n.

For the calculations, we use the one-band effective-mass
framework. In this description, the electron behavior in the
edge of the conduction band is supposed to be like that of
a free electron but with an effective mass that takes into ac-
count the interaction of the electron with the crystal poten-
tial. It is supposed that the conduction band is not coupled
to other bands. The effective mass depends on the material,
the band, and the particular point of the Brillouin zone. The
transmission coefficient is given by the square of the ratio of
the transmitted wave amplitud over the incident wave ampli-
tude. We calculate this ratio using the formalism to transfer
the matrix. In this formalism, the transfer matrix connects the
wave amplitudes for the electron on both ends of the super-
lattice. This matrix is a product ofN matrices in a chainlike
manner. Each of theN matrices represents one of theN layers
of the superlattice. We use the formalism for transfer matrix
and transmission coefficient developed by Pérez-Alvarez and
Rodŕıguez-Coppola [12]. In order to obtain the transfer ma-
trix, we numerically integrate the Schroedinger equation.

3. Results

We consider AlAs-GaAs superlattices. For simplicity we
consider a uniform effective mass throughout the structure,
m∗ = 0.067 m, wherem is the free electron mass. The height
Vo = 0.35 eV is the same for all barriers. The width of the
barriers is 7.5̊A, a constant value for all barriers in all super-
lattices. We have calculated the electronic transmission co-

efficient for a quasi-periodic Pascal superlattice of 32 wells,
corresponding to the sequence1-2-2-4-2-4-4-8-2-4-4-8-4-8-
8-16-2-4-4-8-4-8-8-16-4-8-8-16-8-16-16-32. In the calcula-
tion, the width of the wells is modulated by this Pascal se-
quence. The minimum width for wells is 7.5̊A (first well),
corresponding to the number1 of the sequence; the following
widths of the wells are proportional to the following num-
bers of the sequence. We also calculate the transmission for
a periodic superlattice of 32 wells. In this case, the width of
the wells is 37.96875̊A, which is the arithmetic mean of the
width of the 32 wells of the Pascal superlattice. Moreover,
we calculate the transmission for a random superlattice of 32
wells. In this case, the width of the wells follows a random
sequence chosen from the Pascal sequence. For our random
superlattice the sequence is4-8-32-16-4-8-4-4-8-8-4-16-16-
4-1-8-16-4-2-8-8-2-8-4-8-4-2-2-4-8-2-16.

Our results of the transmission spectra when we modu-
late the wells width are presented in Fig. 2 where (a), (b) and
(c) plot the periodic, Pascal and random superlattice, respec-
tively. For the purpose of comparison, we also present in
plots (d), (e), and (f), taken from Ref. [9], the spectra trans-
mission when the modulation is on the width barriers for peri-
odic, Pascal and random superlattices, respectively. From (a)
and (d) plots, we see that the periodic superlattices present
the characteristic transmission bands separated by gaps with-
out transmission. Inside the transmission bands, there are
oscillations due to resonances of the incident electron energy
with the energy eigenvalues of the superlattice. We see from
(c) and (f) plots that the random superlattices do not present
any regularity in its spectra; there are only peaks in the trans-
mission coefficient, corresponding to the resonances. From
plot (b) we see that the spectrum for the Pascal superlattice,
when the wells widths are modulated by the Pascal sequence,
shows some regularity with gaps centered about 0.13 eV and
0.55 eV, and external to these gaps there are irregular trans-
mission bands with peaks due to the resonances. This behav-
ior is intermediate between that of the periodic superlattice
and that of the disordered one. If we compare it with the
(e) plot, we notice that the intermediate behavior is more re-
markable in the case when the Pascal sequence modulates the
barriers width than when it modulates the wells width.

4. Conclusions

We have presented a calculation of the electronic transmis-
sion spectrum for a finite superlattice, when a quasi-periodic
sequence taken from Pascal’s Triangle modulates the wells
width. We compare this spectrum with that produced by a
superlattice when the same Pascal sequence modulates the
barriers width. In both cases the transmission spectra is in-
termediate between that of a periodic superlattice and that of
a disordered one. The intermediate behavior is more notice-
able when the Pascal sequence modulates the barriers width.
We think that this fact is due to the asymmetry between the
two superlattices. When we modulate the barriers width, the
Pascal sequence of barriers is bounded by two wells of infi-
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FIGURE 2.
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nite width. On the other hand, for the modulated wells su-
perlattice, the Pascal sequence of wells is bounded by two
barriers of finite width, and before and after these first and
last barriers, there are two wells of infinite width. We think
that the symmetrical physical situation is a superlattice with a
Pascal sequence of wells bounded by two barriers of infinite
width. In this case, the transmission coefficient would be for
unconfined (above barriers) electrons. We will consider this
problem in the future.
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